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 Mapping Eelgrass and Macroalgae
– Wall to wall mapping

 Mapping intertidal structure
– Tracking changes over time
– Mapping coastal estuary elevations

 Mapping riparian structure and shade
– Examples from wetland applications

 Environmental Monitoring
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UAV Equipment
Software/Data Processing
Pilot training and Data Acquisition Plan
Airspace Authorization
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 Mapping Eelgrass and Macroalgae
– Early vs. Late Season
– Ground truthing
– When structures are present
– Altitude/resolution
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 Collect
overlapping low
elevation photos
 Software
combines photos
into a single map
 Analyze imagery
to characterize
habitats
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 ~20 acres
 Mapped at -1.0 MLLW
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 Survey early in season

– Late season epiphytes and algal growth can be difficult to
interpret

 Altitude

– Fly high, but not too high (150 +/- 50 feet).

 Ground Truthing

– Low elevation photos may be suitable for ground truthing
– Field effort for ground effort can be extensive

 Structures

– Structures may overlap with intertidal habitats
– Object based interpretation is superior to image classification
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 Mapping intertidal structure
– Tracking changes over time
– Mapping coastal estuary elevation
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 UAV digital surface models

– UAV surface model shows a slightly larger area
below MHHW
– UAV surface models suitable for scientific study
– Potentially usable for engineering design (marginal)

 Data ‘banding’ at edges of survey may limit
usefulness
– Over survey area of interest

 Distribution of Ground Control Points (GCPs) can
affect model outputs
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 Mapping riparian structure and shade
– Examples from wetland applications
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UAVs
for Riparian
 2 ways to calculate shade
– Digital surface model (predictions)
– Habitat classification (observed)

 Habitat classification can go beyond “type”
– Integrate habitat type AND height/structure
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Capture conditions on a specific date/time
Monitor change over time
Calculate features of interest
Pictures tell a story… Communicate with
– Regulators
– Public
– Customers
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